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ABSTRACT

On the basis of the meanings of quantifiers each, every and all, this thesis attends
to two main issues. The first issue concentrates on the forms of noun quantified by
distributive quantifiers each and every and the verb forms used in conjunction with
each and every in TSL. According to Taiwan Sign Language (hereafter TSL) data, it is
found out that distributive quantifiers can be used with singular noun or plural noun.
In addition, both each and every can appear with verb forms conveying totally
distributive event. Aside from totally distributive event, every can also go with verb
forms expressing partially distributive event and collective event.
The second issue focuses on the forms of noun headed by collective quantifier
all and the forms of verb occurring with all in TSL. The result exhibits that nouns
headed by all indicating multiplex sets can be in singular or plural forms. Moreover,
all can be compatible with verb forms conveying collective event or distributive event.
When collective quantifier all is in conjunction with the forms of verb signifying
distributive event, all highlights its distributive aspect of meaning.
Keywords: Taiwan Sign Language (TSL), each, every, all
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Symbols used in the thesis
symbol

meaning

EACH/EVERY

each or every

+++

reduplication

+++-distributed in a row

the modulation of reduplication distributed in distinct
locations in a row

+++-in an arc

the modulation of reduplication in distinct locations in
an arc

+++-disordered locations the modulation of reduplication distributed in disordered
positions
+++-alternation

the modulation of reduplication in alternating pattern by
both hands

+++-in a circle

the modulation of reduplication in a circular pattern

-sweep in a circle

the modulation of hand sweeping in a circular pattern

-sweep in a row

the modulation of hand moving straight across the row
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
As with spoken languages, sign languages have iconic and arbitrary symbols

(Liddell 1990) and are rule-governed, in which small set of discrete units are
combined to form an infinite set of expressions (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Sandler and
Lillo-Martin 2001; Tennant and Brown 1998). However, sign languages and spoken
languages differ with respect to characteristics of articulation and perception. Sign
languages

adopt

visual-gestural

modality,

whereas

spoken

languages

use

auditory-vocal modality (Liddell 2003; McBurney 2002; Meier 2002; Stokoe 1960).
The use of visual-gestural modality makes sign languages accessible to four
dimensions of space and time (Meier 2002) and easier to access iconicity (Meier 2002;
Perniss, Pfau and Steinbach 2007), and the adoption of auditory-vocal modality forces
spoken languages to exhibit more sequential structures (Brentari 2002).
This thesis examines the expressions of quantifiers each, every, and all in Taiwan
Sign Language (hereafter TSL). Like other sign languages, TSL has rules of grammar,
such as phonological, morphological, syntactic rules, etc. In addition, TSL derives
from Japanese Sign Language and falls into two dialects: Taipei TSL and Tainan TSL
(Smith 1989). The two dialects differ in terms of lexical variants and are mutually
intelligible (Chang, Su and Tai 2005).
The rest of the chapter is as follows: Section 1.2 is devoted to the introduction of
the quantifiers: each, every and all. The section falls into two parts: Section 1.2.1
deals with the notions which each and every convey and Section 1.2.2 introduces the
notions that all expresses. In Section 1.3, the verb types in sign languages are
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discussed. This section is further divided into three parts: Section 1.3.1 introduces
plain verb, Section 1.3.2 looks into agreement verb and Section 1.3.3 concentrates on
spatial verb. In Section 1.4, the issues of the thesis are illustrated. Section 1.5 exhibits
the organization of this thesis.

1.2

The background of quantifiers each, every and all

1.2.1 Distributive quantifiers each and every
The noun phrases quantified by each or every can invite distributive
interpretation, namely, each individual element of a set is attended to (Vendler 1967).
For example, each/every student in (1) can be understood in the sense of each single
student.

(1) The coach instructs each/every student.

While each and every differ in the way they make us see individual entities of a
set. Each focuses more upon the elements of a set one by one, while every emphasizes
completeness and exhaustiveness (Vendler 1967), and can invoke a collection of
entities in certain contexts (Beghelli and Stowell 1997). For example, the phrase every
boy in (2) can be interpreted as a collection of boys.

(2) It took every boy to lift the piano. (Beghelli and Stowell 1997)

In addition, both each and every require distributive event; each can merely
appear with totally distributive event (i.e. the predicate applies to a set one individual
at a time), but every can go with either totally distributive event or partially
distributive event (i.e. the predicate applies to some elements of a set one by one or to
2

one subgroup of elements at a time) (Tunstall 1998). As a result, each is obligatorily
distributive, while every is optionally distributive (Beghelli and Stowell 1997). For
example, totally distributive event indicated by each in (3) can be interpreted in the
sense that Joe takes one book at a time, whereas partially distributive taking event
denoted by every in (4) can be understood as some books which are taken one after
another or books that are taken in subgroups.

(3) Joe takes each book.
(4) Joe takes every book.

On the other hand, in Mandarin Chinese the noun phrases headed by distributive
quantifier mei can also induce distributive reading (Huang 1996; Luo 2011). For
instance, the meaning associated with the phrase mei-ge xiaohai in (5) is individual
children.

(5) Mei-ge
MEI-CL

xiaohai

hua-le

yi-fu

hua

child

draw-PERF

one-CL

picture

‘Every child drew a picture.’

Apart from distributive quantifier, mei can also function as non-distributive
quantifier (Lin 1998), as illustrated in example (6) in which mei allows
non-distributive interpretation.
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(6) Yao
want

tai-qi
lift

zhe-jia
this-CL

gangqing xuyao
piano

need

mei-ge

ren

de

MEI-CL

man

DE

hezuo
cooperation
‘To lift this piano needs every person’s cooperation.’ (Lin 1998)

Furthermore, distributive quantifier mei has matching function, i.e. each member
of a set is paired with an event (Luo 2011). For example, in (7), each individual girl in
a set expressed by the phrase mei-ge nuhai is matched with an event of eating a cake.

(7) Mei-ge

nuhai

MEI-CL girl

chi-le

yi-kuai

dangao

eat-PERF

one-CL

cake

‘Every girl ate a cake.’

Thus, distributive quantifier mei in Mandarin Chinese appears to be semantically
characterized by ‘each’ and ‘every’. In addition to Mandarin Chinese, some sign
languages such as American Sign Language (ASL) express the notions of ‘each’ and
‘every’ by means of identical lexicon as well. In ASL, distributive quantifier EACH or
EVERY is produced by Open A handshape with the tip of thumb facing upward
occurring with both hands, with the back of finger of dominant hand touching from
the tip of thumb of non-dominant hand and along the back of the thumb, as shown in
Figure (1.1).1

1

The sources of the articulation of the sign EACH or EVERY in ASL and figure 1.1 are from the
websites: http://www.handspeak.com/word/search.php?wordID=each&submitword=Find and
http://www.handspeak.com/word/search.php?wordID=every&submitword=Find .
4

Figure 1.1 EACH or EVERY in ASL

1.2.2 Collective quantifier all
Collective quantifier all contains the notions of collectivity and distributiveness
(Aldridge 1982; Hogg 1977). Thus, the noun phrases headed by all can yield either
collective or distributive readings, that is, a collection of elements or each individual
element of a set is focused on. For example, all students in (8) can be understood as a
group of students viewed as a whole (i.e. collective interpretation) or each individual
student (i.e. distributive interpretation).

(8) The coach instructs all students.

Collective quantifier all, moreover, requires collective or distributive events.
Collective event refers to a predicate which applies to a set as a whole (Tunstall 1998).
For example, the predicate took appearing with all in (9) can be interpreted in the
sense of collective or distributive events, which signifies that books are taken together
or separately, respectively.

(9) Joe took all books.

In terms of Mandarin Chinese, collective quantifier suoyou also permits either
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collective or distributive interpretation (Yang 2000). In addition, suoyou can also be
used in conjunction with predicates expressing the notions of collectiveness or
distributiveness (Huang 1996). For instance, the phrase suoyou xuesheng in (10) can
be interpreted in the sense of a collection of students or individual students. And the
predicate jiao used with the phrase suoyou xuesheng can be understood as either
collective or distributive events.

(10) Suoyou
all

xuesheng

jiao

ta

huihua

de

jiqiao

student

teach

he/she

painting

DE

technique

‘All students teach him/her the technique of painting.’

1.3

The background of verb types in sign languages
Since the use of distributive and collective quantifiers often brings about verbs

obtaining their interpretations, in this section the types of verbs and their
characteristics are exhibited for further discussion of the expressions of the
quantifiers.
Similar to other sign languages, verbs in TSL can also be categorized into plain
verbs, agreement verbs and spatial verbs (Padden 1989; Sutton-Spence and Woll
1999). These three types of verbs are divided according to semantic information they
contain: plain verbs can undergo modification to indicate manner and aspect;
agreement verbs can be modulated to denote manner, aspect, person and number,
whereas spatial verbs can undergo modulation to convey manner, aspect, location,
movement and related noun (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999).

1.3.1 Plain verbs
Plain verbs do not change their forms to represent grammatical relations (i.e.
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subject and object) and consequently can be called ‘non-agreement verbs’ (Smith
1989). In (11), the plain verb LIVE is in citation form (made by arm lying across with
palm facing down and S handshape occurring with the other hand with the back of
finger touching temple and elbow located on the back of hand of the other hand) and
does not move through space to denote grammatical information, as illustrated in
Figure (1.2 c).2

(11)

EVERY STUDENT LIVE SCHOOL.
‘Every student lives in school.’

a. EVERY

b. STUDENT

c. LIVE

d. SCHOOL
Figure 1.2

In addition, many plain verbs are articulated near or on the body and thus
sometimes can be called ‘body-anchored verbs’ (Johnston 1989). For example, the
plain verb EAT is produced near mouth, as shown in Figure (1.3).
2

The signer (in Figure 1.2) is left-handed and thus his dominant hand is left hand.
7

Figure 1.3 EAT

Although plain verbs do not express grammatical relations by changing their
forms, in TSL they can show this grammatical information by means of eye gaze or
by the movement of the auxiliaries (Chang 2007; Tai and Su 2006). Example (12) is a
case of plain verb representing grammatical relations through eye gaze. In this case,
the object FATHER is associated with a position at the left side of sign space, and the
subject YOUNGER-BROTHER is associated with a location on the right of signing
space. When expressing the information of subject and object, the signer gazes at the
proform referring to the object FATHER and at the left side in signing space
associated with the object, as given in Figure (1.4 c).3

(12) FATHERj

YOUNGER BROTHERi

FATHERpro-j+FEARi→j.

‘The younger brother fears father.’

a. FATHERj

b. YOUNGER BROTHERi

Figure 1.4

3

c. FATHERpro-j+FEARi→j
(Chang 2007)

The signer (in Figure 1.4) is right-handed and thus his dominant hand is right hand.
8

In (13), identifying the subject and the object is by means of using the auxiliary.
In this case, the object COCKROACH is associated with a location on the left of
signing space and the subject OLDER SISTER is associated with a position at the
right side of sign space. When representing the grammatical relation, the auxiliary
moves from the place referring to the subject OLDER SISTER to the space referring
to the object COCKROACH, as illustrated in Figure (1.5 c).

(13) COCKROACH

OLDER SISTER(i)

AUXi→j

FEAR.

‘The older sister fears cockroach.’

a. COCKROACH b. OLDER SISTER(i) c. AUXi→j
Figure 1.5

d. FEAR
(Tai and Su 2006)

1.3.2 Agreement verbs
Unlike plain verbs, agreement verbs can move in syntactic space (i.e. the space is
used for indicating grammatical information) to show grammatical relations. Typically,
the starting point of agreement verbs is used to denote the subject and can be called
‘subject agreement marker’. In addition, the end point of agreement verbs refers to the
object and is known as ‘object agreement marker’. In terms of the movement of
agreement verbs, it can be seen as verb stem (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). In (14),
the signer set up the subject (i.e. student) on the left of signing space, and the verb
BULLY moves from the position of subject (marked as the subscript i) to the location
of the object (i.e. he) which is set up on the right side of signing space (marked as the
9

subscript j), as given in Figure (1.6 c).

(14)

EVERY STUDENT–i

BULLY i

→

j

IXpro3s – j.

‘Every student bullies him.’

a. EVERY

b. STUDENT– I

c. BULLY I

→

j

d. IXpro3s – j
Figure 1.6

Moreover, some agreement verbs in TSL are articulated near or on the body and
hence appear to only agree with object. Tai and Su (2006) suggest that the
grammatical relations of subject and object still exist within sentences, irrespective of
the inherent forms of these agreement verbs. In (15), the agreement verb LOOK
DOWN UPON is articulated near an eye. And the subject IXpro3s is associated with a
location at the right side of sign space. When expressing grammatical relation, the
verb LOOK DOWN UPON still moves from an eye rather than the position referring
to the subject to the place referring to the object, as shown in Figure (1.7 b).
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(15)

IXpro3s – i

LOOK DOWN UPON→ j.

‘He looks down upon me.’

a. IXpro3s – i

b. LOOK DOWN UPON→

Figure 1.7

j

(Tai and Su 2006)

In addition to moving in signing space, in TSL agreement verbs can also indicate
grammatical relations by changing orientation of the verbs (Chang 2007). In (16), the
signer’s hand is oriented away from the signer and toward a location in signing space
referring to the object YOU, as shown in Figure (1.8 c).

(16) BOOK-ONE-k

IXpro1s-i

YOU-j-BOOKpro-k-GIVE-i/k→j.

‘I gave a book to you.’

a. BOOK-ONE-k

b. IXpro1s-i
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c. YOU-j-BOOKpro-k-GIVE-i/k→j
Figure 1.8

(Chang 2007)

1.3.3 Spatial verbs
Similar to agreement verbs, spatial verbs can also move through signing space.
While spatial verbs use topographic space rather than syntactic space, i.e. the
locations and movements of spatial verbs reflect that of objects in the real world, and
thus they can be known as ‘verbs of motion and location’ (Supalla 1982). In addition,
spatial verbs often contain classifiers (Frishberg 1975; Supalla 1978), and hence can
also be called ‘classifier verbs’.
Classifier refers to handshapes used to indicate objects sharing common features,
such as shape and size, or shared abstract meaning (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999).
And classifiers can be divided into five categories: size and shape specifiers, semantic
classifiers, body classifiers, body part classifiers, and instrument classifiers (Supalla
1982, 1986). In addition, classifiers can be seen as proforms which are used to take
the place of previously mentioned entities (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). Chang, Su
and Tai (2005), following Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999), also point out that
classifiers can be used to refer to objects which are previously identified and thus they
are proforms. Furthermore, they suggest that the use of proform in spatial construction
is more felicitous than that of classifier because in TSL certain signs without sharing
semantic feature can be replaced by the same handshape when the locations and
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locomotion of these signs are expressed in spatial construction.
Moreover, another reason is that in TSL some handshapes can be merely used in
place of a single sign instead of a group of signs bearing the same semantic properties.
Thus, this thesis also adopts proform rather than classifier to substitute for previously
identified noun in spatial construction. Example (17) is a case of a spatial verb
containing a proform, in which the proform representing BALL (expressed by Open O
handshape) is incorporated in the spatial verb JUMP, and the movement of verb
JUMP starts from the position below the proform TABLE (expressed by Open B
handshape) signifying a ball is below a table and moves upward and outward in a
parabolic pattern to the location on the proform TABLE conveying a ball moves
upward to the table, as shown in Figure (1.9 b).

(17) BALL TABLE pro-i + BALL pro-j + JUMP —j moves upward to i

TABLE.

‘A ball jumps up onto a table.’

a. BALL

b. TABLE pro-i + BALL pro-j + JUMP —j moves upward to i

c. TABLE
Figure 1.9
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1.4

The main issues of the thesis
As I have discussed in Section 1.2.1, the noun phrases headed by distributive

quantifiers each and every can induce distributive interpretations. While each and
every are not completely the same with respect to meaning, i.e. each is obligatorily
distributive, while every allows collective interpretations in certain contexts and thus
is optionally distributive. In addition, both of them require distributive event.
However, the distributive events that each and every require are disparate. Each can
only go with totally distributive event, while every is compatible not only with totally
distributive event, but also with partially distributive event. In English, both each and
every are used with singular noun, such as each student and every student. In addition,
distributive event is not marked on verbs by affixation (i.e. verbs without distributive
event marking) but conveyed by each or every as in the sentence Each/Every student
eats lunch, in which the verb eat is inflected with singular agreement suffix -s to agree
with the singular of each/every student. However, different from English, in TSL
distributive quantifiers can be used in conjunction with plural noun produced by noun
reduplication distributed in divergent locations in a row, as shown in example (18).

(18)

EACH/EVERY BOWL+++ -distributed in a row
‘Each bowl breaks.’

a. EACH/EVERY
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BREAK.

b. BOWL+++ -distributed in a row

c. BREAK
Figure 1.10

Nouns reduplicated distinctly in disparate locations can convey distributive
plural (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999) and an arrangement of entities (Baker-Shenk
and Cokely 1980; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). The plural form of BOWL preceded
by distributive quantifiers in (18) is produced by the noun BOWL in singular form
(made by the bent 5 handshape with palm facing upward) repeated in distinct
locations in a row, as shown in Figure (1.10 b), and the form is understood in the
sense of individual bowls arranged in a row. Moreover, similar to English, in TSL
distributive event can also be conveyed by verbs without taking distributive event
marking appearing with distributive quantifiers, such as the uninflected form of verb
BREAK in conjunction with distributive quantifier in (18), which can express the
notion of distributive event. Thus, the first major issue in this thesis is about the forms
of noun phrases quantified by distributive quantifiers each and every and the verb
forms occurring with distributive quantifier in TSL.
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In addition, as discussed in Section 1.2.2, entities quantified by collective
quantifier all can invite either collective or distributive interpretations, and collective
quantifier all allows collective or distributive events. Typically, in English all is
followed by a plural noun made by nouns bearing the plural suffix -s, as in all
students. Moreover, the notions of collective event or distributive event are not
encoded by affixes attached to verbs but instead through all, as in the sentence All
students eat lunch, in which the verb eat takes a null affix for agreeing with the plural
of all students. However, unlike English, in TSL collective quantifier ALL can be
used with a singular noun, such as the noun BOWL in example (19). In addition, like
English, in TSL collective event or distributive event can be expressed by means of
verbs without combining collective or distributive event markings in conjunction with
ALL, as given in example (19), in which the uninflected form of verb BREAK
appearing with ALL can be interpreted in the sense of collective or distributive
breaking events. Therefore, the second major issue in this thesis pertains to the forms
of noun phrases headed by all and the verb forms appearing with collective quantifier
all in TSL.

(19)

ALL BOWL BREAK.
‘All bowls break.’

a. ALL

b. BOWL

c. BREAK

Figure 1.11
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Although both English and sign languages have morphological processes, the
inflectional processes of English and that of sign languages are inherently disparate.
For English, morphologically complex words are typically produced by the addition
of sound segments to stems. While morphologically complex signs in sign languages
are formed by moving hands in sign space and signs in uninflected forms are
embedded in the movements invited by divergent inflectional processes (Klima and
Bellugi 1979). For example, as discussed earlier, the plural form of noun in English is
made by adding plural suffix -s to the word stems. And the noun BOWL in
distributive form is produced by noun iteration in distinct locations. In addition, the
uninflected form of the noun BOWL is nested within multiple reduplications.

1.5

The organization of the thesis
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 deals with the forms of noun phrases headed by distributive quantifiers

each and every, and other ways of noun phrase obtaining distributive interpretation in
TSL. In addition, the forms of verb occurring with distributive quantifier phrases are
discussed as well.
Similar to Chapter 2, Chapter 3 is mainly devoted to the forms of noun phrases
quantified by collective quantifier all and the verb forms in conjunction with
collective quantifier all in TSL.
Chapter 4 is the conclusion of the thesis.

17

CHAPTER 2
DISTRIBUTIVE QUANTIFIER PHRASE AND VERB FORMS IN
TSL

2.1 Introduction
I have introduced two distributive quantifiers (i.e. each and every), in which
entity quantified by them can yield distributive reading (Vendler 1967). That is, each
single element of a set (i.e. a collection of elements seen as a whole) is focused on.
For example, the sentence Each/Every boy reads a book could mean that individual
boys of a group read their own book. Although both each and every contain
distributive reading, they are not identical in meaning, that is, each is obligatorily
distributive, while every is not necessarily distributive, and permits universal or
collective reading in some contexts (Beghelli and Stowell 1997; Tunstall 1998).
In addition, noun phrases headed by each and every also require distributive
event structure; namely, an event consists of multiple disparate subevents in which
elements of a set are related with subevents. However, each and every differ with
respect to the distributive event they require; each is solely compatible with totally
distributive event (i.e. each single element of a set participates individually in a
subevent where it belongs), while every can not only go with total distributivity, but
also with partial distributivity (i.e. some of elements of a set individually take part in a
subevent or elements attend subevents in subgroups) (Tunstall 1998). For instance,
totally distributive event denoted by each letter in (1) suggests that John dropped the
letters one by one and each letter participates in its individual dropping subevent.
Partial distributive event indicated by every letter in (2) designates that some
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individual letters were acted upon in its own subevent, namely, ‘John dropped some
letters individually’, or specifying that letters in subgroups participate in distinct
subevents, namely, ‘John dropped stacks of letters’.

(1) John dropped each letter into a mailbox.
(2) John dropped every letter into a mailbox.

Furthermore, in English both each and every are in conjunction with singular
noun as in each letter and every letter, and distributive event structure is not marked
by specific affix attached to verb but expressed by distributive quantifiers like each
and every. The affix of verb in English can maintain a grammatical number agreement
relation with distributive quantifier phrases. When the tense of sentence is present,
verbs have to agree with the singular of distributive quantifier phrase in subject
position in which it is generally expressed by means of affixation and produced by
suffix -s as in (3). The verb cook in (3) bears singular agreement suffix -s for agreeing
with the singular of each chef.

(3) Each chef cooks for customers.

In the following sections, the forms of noun phrases headed by each and every
and other means of noun phrase receiving distributive reading in TSL are discussed.
In addition, another issue is about the verb forms in conjunction with distributive
quantifier phrases in TSL.
The remaining sections of the chapter are as follows: In Section 2.2, the means
for noun to get distributive meaning are examined. The section falls into two parts:
Section 2.2.1 discusses the forms of noun in conjunction with distributive quantifiers
like each and every; Section 2.2.2 examines distributive interpretation of noun invited
19

by other strategies. In Section 2.3, the verb forms used with distributive quantifier
phrase are introduced. This section subsumes three sections: Section 2.3.1 investigates
verb forms occurring with distributive quantifier phrase denoting a single event with
distributive event structure, Section 2.3.2 discuses verb forms appearing with
distributive quantifier phrase conveying collective event structure and Section 2.3.3
introduces the verb form in conjunction with distributive quantifier expresses both
distributive and collective aspect of reading. Section 2.4 provides the conclusion.

2.2

The forms of noun receiving distributive interpretation

2.2.1 The forms of noun phrases headed by each and every
Noun phrases headed by each and every, as in each letter and every letter,
convey distributive reading. In English, distributive quantifier phrases are produced
by distributive quantifier in conjunction with a singular noun. Similarly, in TSL
distributive quantifier phrases can also be expressed by the use of distributive
quantifier with a singular noun, as given in example (4). In TSL the singular form of
noun is noun occurring in bare form (Lai 2005).

(4) EACH/EVERY SHIP

SINK.

‘Each/Every ship sinks.’

a. EACH/EVERY

b. SHIP

c. SINK

Figure 2.1
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The quantifier EACH or EVERY is formed by the lateral of fist of 1 handshape
(i.e. index finger extended from fist) knocking the palm of Open B handshape (i.e.
fingers are extended and together except that thumb is detached from the side of hand),
as Figure (2.1a) shows.4 The word SHIP in singular form as given in (2.1 b) is made
by the palms of both Bent B handshapes (formed by fingers which are together and
curve at the base and thumb touches side of hand) facing upward, with sides of palms
touching each other to form the shape of ship.
Moreover, another variant of quantifier EACH or EVERY, as illustrated in Figure
(2.2), is produced by Y handshape (i.e. the fist with thumb and little finger extended)
with arm lying across and Bent L handshape (i.e. the fist with index finger and thumb
curved to form a letter C shape) with arm lying across moving from Y handshape’s
thumb to little finger.

Figure 2.2 EACH/EVERY

In addition to combining with singular noun, distributive quantifier EACH or
EVERY in TSL can also be used with plural noun made by noun reduplication
distributed in distinct locations in a row 5, such as SHIP in example (5). The plural
forms of noun in sign languages are typically produced by noun undergoing plural
4

In TSL the notions of ‘each’ and ‘every’ are expressed by the same lexicon.
Zwitserlood, Perniss and Ӧzyürek (2012) suggest that this type of expression is not a real plural
marker and is used for conveying locations of entities. In addition, Brunelli (2006) points out that in
LIS this is a distributive form rather than a plural form.
5
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modulation (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980).

(5) EACH/EVERY SHIP+++-distributed in a row

SINK.

‘Each/Every ship sinks.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. SHIP+++-distributed in a row

c. SINK
Figure 2.3

Previous studies have shown that noun reduplication is one of the basic means of
expressing plurality (Kyle and Woll 1985; Pfau and Steinbach 2006; Ronnie B.
Wilbur 1987; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). Moreover, noun reduplication for
plurality is further divided into different types. Reduplicating noun in divergent
locations in a row is one of categories (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980).
The noun SHIP in plural form as shown in Figure (2.3b) is made by repeating
singular form of SHIP several times and each articulation is produced in different
locations in a row. Noun reduplication in different locations in a row, however, not
only indicates plurality but also designates additional meanings. Sutton-Spence and
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Woll (1999) suggests that the form conveys distributive meaning as well. And other
sign languages such as Italian Sign Language (Brunelli 2006) also adopt this noun
modulation for expressing the notion of distributiveness. In addition, the form exhibits
an arrangement of objects, too (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980; Sutton-Spence and
Woll 1999). The noun SHIP repeated in distinct locations in a row in Figure (2.3b)
thus not just indicates plurality but conveys the above two readings and means
individual ships arranged in a row.
However, not all nouns can undergo reduplication for marking distributive
plurality and noun reduplication is subject to phonological constraints. Nouns
produced near or on the body (i.e. body-anchored) or inherently bearing complex
movement (e.g. repeated, alternating or circle) fails to convey distributive plurality by
means of reduplicating itself but rather by repeating co-indexed proform in distinct
locations in a row after noun (Pfau and Steinbach 2005; Pizzuto and Corazza 1996).
As a result, for example, in TSL the noun CYCLIST characterizing circular complex
movement (in which it is formed by both S handshapes taking turns moving forward
in a circular path) does not allow undergoing reduplication to convey individual
cyclists; instead, repeating its co-referential proform immediately follows CYCLIST.
The proform representing CYCLIST is indicated by two Bent L handshapes (i.e. fist
with index finger and thumb curved to form a letter C shape) with palms facing down,
with one located behind the other. When expressing individual cyclists arranged in a
row, the proform of CYCLIST is iterated in different locations in a row, as illustrated
in Figure (2.4b). Supalla (1986) suggests that proforms such as proform of CYCLIST
denoting semantic category of object and produced by whole handshape are
categorized as semantic classifiers.
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(6)

EVERY CYCLIST + CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j) LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike to the top
of j).
‘Every cyclist in cycling team laboriously rides up the slope.’

a. EVERY

b. CYCLIST + CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row

c. HUGE GROUP d. LABORIOUSLY e. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i +
OF CYCLISTS pro i RIDE
SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j)
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f. LABORIOUSLY g. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE
RIDE

(i bike to the top of j)

Figure 2.4

2.2.2

Other means of noun phrase receiving distributive reading

In addition to inviting distributive interpretation by distributive quantifier each or
every, in TSL other mechanisms can also give rise to distributive reading as they
combine with noun, e.g., nouns taking distributive plural morpheme (Sutton-Spence
and Woll 1999), pronouns in distributive plural form marked by means of index finger
with several pointing movements along an arc (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006;
Zeshan 2000) and verbs take exhaustive morpheme (Klima and Bellugi 1979). As
discussed in Section 2.2.1 above, noun phrases headed by each or every permit
singular and distributive plural marking, and distributive plural marking falls into two
forms: (a) noun repetition in different locations in a row, and (b) noun in conjunction
with its co-indexed proform reduplicated differently in disparate locations in a row.
However, in TSL nouns bearing distributive plural marking do not necessarily
have to co-occur with distributive quantifier each or every to convey distributive
meaning, that is, noun phrase taking distributive plural marking can stand alone to
express the notion of distributiveness without arising from distributive quantifier each
or every. Thus, the noun BOWL in example (7) inflected with distributive plural
morpheme can appear alone to denote distributive plurality. The word BOWL is made
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by Bent 5 handshape with palm facing upward. When conveying respective bowls, the
whole sign of BOWL is reduplicated in disparate locations in a row and means
‘individual bowls lined up in a row’, as given in Figure (2.5).

(7) BOWL+++ -distributed in a row

BREAK.

‘Each/Every bowl breaks.’

a. BOWL+++ -distributed in a row

b. BREAK
Figure 2.5

Likewise, in example (8), the noun BIRD in conjunction with its co-indexed
proform(i.e. indicated by K handshape which is produced by fist with the index finger
extended and the fingertips of middle finger and thumb touched) repeated in different
locations in semi-circle, as shown in Figure (2.6 b), can occur alone as well without
combining with distributive quantifier each or every to signify individual birds and
the form is also understood in the sense of ‘each single bird lined up in semi-circle in
cage’.
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(8) IXpro3s FEED CAGE BIRD + BIRD pro +++ -distributed in a row
FEED+++-disordered locations.
‘He feeds each/every bird in a cage.’

a. IXpro3s

b. FEED

c. CAGE

d. BIRD + BIRD pro +++ -distributed in a row

e. FEED+++-disordered locations
Figure 2.6

Moreover, third-person pronoun in distributive plural form combining with noun
can also yield distributive meaning. The pronoun of the third-person with distributive
plural form contains several iterations of movement of third-person pronoun in
singular form which is produced by a pointing index finger, and distributive plural
form of third-person pronoun is made by an index finger (i.e. 1 handshape) with a
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sequence of pointing movements distributed in divergent locations along an arc, as
given in Figure (2.7a), in which the form indicates some of individuals. As a result,
the third-person pronoun in distributive plural form co-occurring with bare noun (i.e.
CLASSMATE), as illustrated in Figure (2.7), gives rise to distributive interpretation
and means ‘each individual student’.

(9)

IXpro3s+++-in an arc

STUDENT

TELL→i IXpro1s- i IXdet SECRET.

‘Each/Every student tells me this secret.’

a. IXpro3s+++-in an arc

b. STUDENT

c. TELL→i

d. IXpro1s- i

f. SECRET
Figure 2.7
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e. IXdet

Apart from distributive plural morpheme and pronoun in distributive plural form,
distributive interpretation of noun can arise by verbs inflected with exhaustive
morpheme as well (Petronio 1995). In many sign languages, verb taking exhaustive
morpheme is produced by means of verb reduplication distributed in distinct locations
along an arc, and the meaning associated with the inflection is ‘distributed actions
disperse to each individual’ (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980; Klima and Bellugi 1979;
Padden 1983). In addition to sign languages, verb reduplication is used frequently in
spoken languages as well to signify distributiveness of an argument (Rubino 2005).
Verbs taking exhaustive morpheme used in conjunction with a bare noun express
distributive notion of referents. As a result, combining the use of verb COLLAPSE
with exhaustive morpheme and bare noun HOUSE in example (10) conveys
distributiveness of HOUSE, meaning that each single house. The verb COLLAPSE in
citation form, as shown in Figure (2.8)6, is made by two Open B handshapes with
fingertips touched except thumbs, with toppled movement and both hands separated.
When the verb COLLAPSE takes exhaustive morpheme, the whole movement of verb
is reduplicated several times and each repetition is dispersed in different locations
along an arc, as illustrated in Figure (2.9b). In example (10), the verb COLLAPSE is
marked with triple pluses denoting the reduplication of the verb COLLAPSE and in
an arc indicating the geometric pattern of the movement of verb. More forms of verb
reduplication with different interpretations will be further explored in Section 2.3.

6

The signer (in Figure 2.8) is right-handed and thus his dominant hand is right hand.
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Figure 2.8 COLLAPSE
(10) HOUSE

COLLAPSE+++-in an arc.

‘Each house collapses.’7

a. HOUSE

b. COLLAPSE+++-in an arc
Figure 2.9
7

The distributive quantifier is interpreted here as ‘each’ since Klima and Bellugi (1979) suggest that
the quantificational force of the exhaustive morpheme is ‘each’.
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2.2.3

Summary

Noun phrases can receive distributive reading by means of distributive quantifier
each and every, adding distributive plural morpheme, distributive plural form of
pronoun and verb inflected with exhaustive morpheme in which these expressions
inherently have distributive meaning. Noun headed by each or every involves three
forms: singular noun, noun reduplication distributed in different locations in a row,
and the use of noun with co-referential proforms repeated in distinct locations in a row,
and the last two forms can appear alone to indicate distributive notion of noun without
combining with each or every. In addition to distributiveness, these two forms can
also express the arrangement of referents. Furthermore, both pronoun and verb can get
distributive meaning by repetition of their bases in different locations along an arc and
can be used in conjunction with bare noun to convey the distributive reading of noun.

2.3 Verb forms in conjunction with distributive quantifier phrase
2.3.1

Verb forms denoting a single event with distributive event structure

Noun phrases quantified by each and every are typically used in conjunction with
distributive event. As pointed out by Dressler (1968), distributive plurality of event
refers to different participants included in each repetition of an event. Each + NP and
every + NP require divergent distributive event structures: each + NP is only
compatible with totally distributive event, and in addition to total distributivity, every
+ NP can combine with partial distributive event. In many languages, distributive
event can be marked on verbs by affix; for example, the affix -la- in Aleut can convey
the notion of distributive actions performed by different participants one after another
(Golovko 1997), as shown below.
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(11)

haanu-s

as{a-la-ku-s

sockeye salmon-pl

die-dist-realis-3pl

‘The sockeye salmon have died one after another.’ (Golovko 1997: 74)

Unlike Aleut, in English distributive event structure is not expressed by
modification of verb form but by distributive quantifiers like each and every; for
example, the verb receive inflected with past tense suffix -ed as in Each student
received an analysis of performance on the diagnostic test denotes totally distributive
event (i.e. each single student acts upon in their own individual receiving subevent
and means students received their own performance analysis individually) in which it
is not described by means of affixation but rather by each. Similarly, in TSL verbs
without combining with distributive marking in conjunction with distributive
quantifier can also convey distributive event, as given in examples (12) and (13),
which show that the verbs BREAK and SINK in uninflected form co-occur with
distributive quantifier. When the uninflected form of the verb BREAK as shown in
Figure (2.10c) and that of the verb SINK as given in Figure (2.11c) are used with
distributive quantifiers, they can be interpreted in the sense of the notion of
distributive event.

(12) EACH/EVERY

BOWL

BREAK.

‘Each/Every bowl breaks.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. BOWL

c. BREAK
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Figure 2.10

(13) EACH/EVERY

SHIP+++ -distributed in a row

SINK.

‘Each/Every ship sinks.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. SHIP+++ -distributed in a row

c. SINK
Figure 2.11

Apart from expressing the notion of distributive event by means of distributive
quantifiers such as each and every, in TSL verbs can also undergo reduplicating
modulation to mark distributive event. Reduplicating verb is often used in many
languages to encode distribution of actions (Rubino 2005), and it can also convey
repetition of an event in which multiple disparate participants act (Moravcsik 1978).
Moreover, according to TSL data, verb reduplication expressing distributive event
falls into five categories: exhaustive morpheme, reduplication in disordered locations,
alternating reduplication, reduplicating sequentially with one hand and reduplicating
sequentially with one hand combining with alternating reduplication.
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Examples (14) and (15) are cases of distributive event marked by exhaustive
morpheme which is produced by reduplication of the verb citation form. The citation
form of verb BREAK is made by both hands with S handshape produced by a fist,
beginning with the palms facing each other, and touching and then both hands
detaching from each other in an arc, as given in Figure (2.12), and the verb phrase
HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE in citation form is formed by the palm of Open B
handshape (i.e. fingers are extended and together except that thumb is detached from
the side of hand) facing upward, with fingertip of 1 handshape (i.e. index finger
extended from fist) moving downward to the palm of Open B handshape, as
illustrated in Figure (2.14). When the verb BREAK in example (14) and the verb
phrase HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE in example (15) take exhaustive morpheme
to denote distributive event, the whole movements of the two verbs are reduplicated
several times and each articulation is distributed in disparate locations along an arc, as
given in Figure (2.13 c) and Figure (2.15 d), in which the meanings associated with
examples (14) and (15) are ‘each single bowl breaks’, and ‘teacher hits each single
student’s palm with a cane’, respectively. The distributed actions in this form do not
particularly highlight the division of time but focus on actions distributed over each
single entity and its quantificational force is ‘each’ (Klima and Bellugi 1979; Newkirk
1998).
In addition, verbs taking exhaustive morpheme tend not to be immediately
followed by objects; objects move to sentence-initial position and thus verb inflected
with exhaustive morpheme appear in sentence-final position (i.e. the original word
order SVO becomes OSV), as shown in example (15). The verb phrase HIT THE
PALM WITH A CANE in citation form can immediately precede its object
EACH/EVERY STUDENT ‘each/every student’ and the word order is SVO, as given
in example (16). When the verb phrase HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE bears
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exhaustive morpheme in (15), it is inclined not to be followed by its object EACH
STUDENT and occurs at the end of sentence. The object EACH STUDENT of the
verb phrase HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE moves to the sentence-initial position
and appears to left of the verb phrase. Thus, the resulting word order becomes OSV.
The alternative word order arises from morphologically complex forms of verb;
the more a verb contains subcomponents, the more it occurs at the sentence-final
position (Brentari 1998; Fischer and Janis 1990; Liddell 1980). Matsuoka (1997)
notes that the change of word order results from object shift and the object moves to a
higher specifier position.

Figure 2.12 BREAK
(14)

EACH BOWL+++ -distributed in a row BREAK+++-in an arc.
‘Each bowl breaks.’

a. EACH
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b. BOWL+++ -distributed in a row

c. BREAK+++-in an arc
Figure 2.13

Figure 2.14 HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE
(15) EACH STUDENT TEACHER
HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE +++-in an arc.
‘The teacher hits each student’s palm with a cane.’
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a. EACH

b. STUDENT

c. TEACHER

d. HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE +++-in an arc
Figure 2.15

(16)

TEACHER HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE
STUDENT.

EACH/EVERY

‘The teacher hits each/every student’s palm with a cane.’

In addition, verb reduplication in disordered locations is another means to mark
distributive event, such as the verb FEED in example (17). The verb FEED in
uninflected form, as shown in Figure (2.16 b), is made by an Open A handshape (i.e.
fist with thumb extended) located in front of signer, with an Open B handshape
directed toward Open A handshape several times simulating feeding Open A
handshape, which is treated as a proform representing human or animal incorporated
in the verb FEED. When expressing distributive event of feeding birds, the whole
movement of the verb FEED is articulated several times except that Open K
handshape representing the proform of bird is used in place of Open A handshape in
uninflected form of FEED and the loci of articulations are disordered, as shown in
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Figure (2.16 e), in which the form can be understood in the sense that he feeds one
bird at a time, and he feeds this bird first and then that one.
Furthermore, the modification of verb reduplication in disordered locations
appears in the sentence-final position in the Verb Sandwich Construction. In the Verb
Sandwich Construction, the same verb occurs twice; one is uninflected at
sentence-initial position and the other is highly inflected at sentence-final position.
And the construction arises since a verb can only carry limited quantity of
morphological information and thus is repeated to carry distinct information (Fischer
and Janis 1990; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). Consequently, example (17) is a case
of the Verb Sandwich Construction, in which the verb FEED is repeated. The verb
FEED at sentence-initial position is uninflected and the other at sentence-final
position is inflected to mark distributive event.

(17)

IXpro3s FEED CAGE BIRD + BIRD pro +++ -distributed in a row
FEED+++-disordered locations.
‘He feeds each/every bird in a cage.’

a. IXpro3s

b. FEED

c. CAGE
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d. BIRD + BIRD pro +++ -distributed in a row

e. FEED+++-disordered locations
Figure 2.16

Furthermore, the verb produced with repeated alternating movement can also be
used to mark distributive event. When a verb such as agreement verb PHONE
(formed by Y handshape with back of finger near left ear) expresses a single event of
phoning without subevents performed by a single subject participant as in example
(18), it is in singular uninflected form and moves from ear to the location of the object
(i.e. he) at the right side of sign space marked as j in subscript, as shown in Figure
(2.17 c). But when verb PHONE conveys the notion of distributive event as in
example (19), the hand is doubled and whole movement of verb is repeated in
alternating fashion through both hands, as given in Figure (2.18 c), in which it can be
interpreted in the sense that the students phone him one after another.

(18)

ONE STUDENT– i PHONE→
‘A student phones him.’
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j

IXpro3s – j.

a. ONE

c. PHONE→

b. STUDENT– i

d. IXpro3s – j

j

Figure 2.17

(19) EACH/EVERY STUDENT – i
‘Each/Every student phones him.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. STUDENT– i

c. PHONE→ j +++-alternation
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PHONE→ j +++-alternation

IXpro3s – j.

d. IXpro3s – j
Figure 2.18

In addition to agreement verbs, spatial verbs can also undergo modulation of
alternating reduplication to express distributive event. Spatial verbs subsume
proforms which refer to previously mentioned object (Sutton-Spence and Woll
1999).When a spatial verb like ROLL containing a proform referring to APPLE
(expressed by Open O handshape) conveys a single event of rolling down from the
top of slope without subevents acted by a single apple as in example (20), it does not
undergo modulation and its movement starts from the location near fingertips of right
hand except for thumb representing the top of slope and moves along forearm
standing for the slope, as shown in Figure (2.19 c). In this case, both manual
articulators functioning as proforms express the relationship of object location and
simultaneously represent divergent meaning units (i.e. left hand expresses apple rolls
down and right hand denotes slope). This kind of representation including two manual
articulators is known as simultaneous construction (Engberg-Pedersen 1994; Miller
1994; Vermeerbergen 2001).

(20)

APPLE SLOPE
SLOPE pro- i + APPLE pro- j —j on top of i + ROLL.
‘An apple rolls down from top of slope.’
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a. APPLE

b. SLOPE

c. SLOPE pro- i +
APPLE pro- j —j on top of i + ROLL

Figure 2.19

When spatial verbs comprising proform referring to a singular object undergo
repeated alternating modulation to express distributive event such as the verbs ROLL
and COME OUT in examples (21) and (22), the hand is also doubled and thus
simultaneous construction produced by two manual articulators used for expressing
the relationship of referents’ location is not allowed. Moreover, the movements of the
two verbs with proforms referring to APPLE (expressed by Open O handshape) in (21)
and CRAB (expressed by V handshape) in (22) are reduplicated several times in an
alternating pattern by both hands, as given in Figure (2.20 e) and Figure (2.21 d),
respectively. In addition, a proform repeated in alternating fashion serves to highlight
the notion of a larger number of referents in a disorderly arrangement (Baker-Shenk
and Cokely 1980). As a result, the meaning associated with the alternating
reduplicated forms as in examples (21) and (22) is ‘many apples are arranged
disorderly and each individual apple rolls down one after the other’, and ‘many crabs
are arranged in disordered manner and each single crab comes out one by one’,
respectively.
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(21)

EACH/EVERY APPLE PLATFORM ON SLOPE
SLOPE i + APPLE pro-j —j on top of i
APPLE pro-j + ROLL +++-alternation.
‘Each/Every apple rolls down from the top of slope.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. APPLE

c. PLANE
OF SLOPE

e. APPLE pro-j + ROLL +++-alternation
Figure 2.20

(22)

EACH/EVERY CRAB DIRT PLANE
CRAB pro-i + COME OUT +++-alternation.
‘Each/Every crab comes out from the plane of dirt.’
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d. SLOPE i +
APPLE pro-j — j
on top of i

a. EACH/EVERY b. CRAB

c. DIRT PLANE

d. CRAB pro-i + COME OUT +++-alternation
Figure 2.21

The third type of verb reduplication used for expressing distributive event is
reduplicating sequentially with one hand, such as the verb ROLL in example (23).
When expressing a single event of rolling down from top of slope without subevents
performed by a single apple, the verb ROLL comprising proform for APPLE is in
uninflected form and moves from the location on fingertips of right hand except for
thumb referring to the top of slope and along forearm referring to the slope. But when
conveying the notion of distributive event, the whole movement of the verb ROLL
with proform for APPLE is repeated in a series by one hand, as shown in Figure (2.22
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e), in which it is understood in the sense that each single apple rolls down from the
top of slope one by one.

(23)

EACH/EVERY APPLE SLOPE
SLOPE pro- i + APPLE pro- j —j on top of i +ROLL +++.
‘Each/Every apple rolls down from the top of slope.’

a. EACH/EVERY b. APPLE

c. SLOPE

d. SLOPE i +
APPLE pro-j — j
on top of i

e. SLOPE pro- i + APPLE pro- j —j on top of i +ROLL +++
Figure 2.22

Moreover, in addition to the former four types of verb reduplication, distributive
event can also be expressed by means of verb reduplication in a series with one hand
used in conjunction with verb with alternating reduplication, such as the spatial verb
COME OUT in example (25). When denoting a single event of coming out from the
plane of dirt without subevents performed by a single crab as in example (24), the
verb COME OUT incorporating with singular proform for CRAB (expressed by V
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handshape) does not undergo modification and its movement starts from the location
under the proform PLANE (expressed by the handshape 5) conveying a crab is under
the plane of dirt and moves upward to the position on proform PLANE expressing a
crab comes out on dirt. The relationship of location between the plane of dirt and crab
is also expressed by simultaneous construction through both manual articulators. But
when signifying distributive event of coming out from the plane of dirt in example
(25), the whole movement of verb COME OUT is repeated several times in a series
by one hand. In the former repetition, the verb COME OUT incorporates with
singular proform for CRAB as shown in Figure (2.23 d), while in the latter, it contains
collective proform for CRAB expressed by the handshape 5 (i.e. all fingers extended
and spread) which signifies a group of crab as illustrated in Figure (2.23 e). The
handshape 5 often serves as a collective proform (Brennan 1990) and is used to
denote the movement and location of a large group of many individuals in an orderly
arrangement (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980; Johnston and Schembri 2007). Then, the
hand used for expressing a group of crab coming out is doubled in which it is also
realized by the handshape 5, and the movement of verb COME OUT incorporating
with collective proform for CRAB starts in front of signer’s body and moves upward,
then this whole movement is reduplicated in an alternating pattern through both hands,
as given in Figure (2.23 f). The meaning associated with the form in example (25) is
that individual crabs come out from dirt at first, and then individual groups of crabs
come out from dirt, afterward a larger number of groups of crabs come out from dirt
in which it is a partially distributive event (i.e. some individual crabs act upon in their
own subevents and other crabs in groups participate in their own subevents).
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(24)

CRAB DIRT PLANE
PLANE pro-i +CRAB pro-j + COME OUT—j is under i and j moves upward
to i.
‘A crab comes out from the plane of dirt.’

(25)

EVERY CRAB DIRT PLANE
PLANE pro-i + CRAB pro-j+ COME OUT—j is under i and j moves upward
to i +++
PLANE pro-i + HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k+ COME OUT—k is under i
and k moves upward to i +++
HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k + COME OUT +++-alternation
PLANE pro-i + HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k+ COME OUT—k is under i
and k moves upward to i.
‘Every crab comes out from the plane of dirt.’8

a. EVERY

b. CRAB

c. DIRT PLANE

d. PLANE pro-i +CRAB pro-j + COME OUT—j is under i and j moves upward
to i +++

8

The distributive quantifier is understood here as ‘every’ since ‘every’ is semantically characterized by
partially distributive event.
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e. PLANE pro-i + HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k + COME OUT—k is under i
and k moves upward to i +++

f. HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k + COME OUT +++-alternation

g. PLANE pro-i + HUGE GROUP OF CRAB pro-k+ COME OUT—k is under i and
k moves upward to i
Figure 2.23

2.3.2

Verb forms denoting collective event structure

Collective event is a single event which is associated with all of entities (Tunstall
1998). As pointed out earlier, distributive quantifier each is totally distributive, and
thus cannot co-occur with collective event. Conversely, every is not obligatorily
distributive in which it is allowed to be used in the sense of collectiveness in some
contexts and can be compatible with collective event.
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The notion of collective event is obviously universal but expressed by disparate
means; for example, in English collective event in conjunction with every + NP can
be conveyed by means of addition of single as in He grasped every single flower to
signify all the flowers are grasped at the same time (Tunstall 1998). In addition, in
English collective event is not marked on verb by morpheme. Unlike English, TSL
does not express collective event by adding single but by collective proform involved
in verb(s) and the verb taking apportionative external morpheme. Example (26) is a
case of collective riding event conveyed by collective proform incorporated with verb.
A riding event is a type of motion event in which it conveys an entity moves across
space with changing its initial location and has several conceptual components (see
Talmy 1985, 1991). In this case, it consists of a moving entity (a cycling team),
motion, a source (foot of the slope), a path, a goal (top of the slope) and manner
(riding).
Supalla (1990) notes that in sign languages verbs of motion can be divided into
two types: moving entity (figure) combining with manner of motion or with path. In
addition, manner and path are typically separated in sign languages (Talmy 1985;
Slobin and Hoiting 1994). In this case, the manner of motion (riding) is independent
of other components of riding event and moving entity combining with path
information. Excluded from manner, the other five components of riding event are
expressed in a single verb form which is realized by collective proform made with the
handshape 5 signifying the cycling team as a whole, and verb denoting manner (i.e.
RIDE) is immediately followed by the single verb form. The combination of verb
RIDE and the single verb form is reduplicated, as shown from Figure (2.24 d) to
Figure (2.24 g), to express the internal phases of a single riding event performed by
all of the cyclists in which it can be seen as event-internal plurality (see Cusic 1981).
And the locomotion of the single verb is articulated twice; for the first time, it
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starts from wrist (representing the cycling team is at the foot of the slope) and moves
upward (signifying the cycling team moves halfway up the slope), as illustrated in
Figure (2.24e). For the second time, it moves from the back of hand (representing the
cycling team is on the hillside) and moves upward (denoting the cycling team moves
to the top of the slope), too, as given in Figure (2.24g).
In addition, as discussed in the preceding section, the collective proform realized
by the handshape 5 can be used in distributive event to denote subgroups act upon in
different and their own subevents, while in this case it signifies a full collection of all
individuals performs in one event. Thus, a collective proform who denotes a subgroup
or a complete group rests on the types of event it appears.

(26) EVERY CYCLIST + CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j) LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike to the top
of j).
‘Every cyclist in cycling team laboriously rides up the slope.’9

a. EVERY

9

The distributive quantifier is interpreted here as ‘every’ since ‘every’ is semantically characterized by
collective event.
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b. CYCLIST + CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row

c. HUGE GROUP d. LABORIOUSLY e. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i +
OF CYCLISTS pro i RIDE
SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j)

f. LABORIOUSLY g. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE
RIDE
(i bike to the top of j)
Figure 2.24

The alternative way for expressing collective event is by means of verb taking
apportionative external morpheme which is interpreted in the sense that actions
distributed to a close group or collective object (Klima and Bellugi 1979). Example
(27) is a case of collective event marked by verb taking an apportionative external
morpheme. Originally, verb SCOLD in uninflected citation form is produced by an
Open A handshape which serves as a proform indicating human or animal located in
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neutral space, with an Bent 5 handshape (i.e. all fingers extended, spread and slightly
bent) targeted toward Open A handshape several times imitating scolding human or
animal, as shown in Figure 2.25. When expressing collective event of scolding
everyone as in example (27), the whole movement of the verb SCOLD is reduplicated
along a circular path in a horizontal plane excluding that Y handshape as a proform
denoting everyone in this case replaces Open A handshape in uninflected citation form
of SCOLD, as shown in Figure (2.26 e), in which verb SCOLD taking this morpheme
can be interpreted in the sense that all persons are scolded together in a scolding
event.
In addition, similar to the preceding case of verb undergoing reduplicated
modulation in disordered locations, the verb taking the apportionative external
morpheme is a highly inflected form and is inclined to occur at the end of sentence in
which it is in conjunction with its uninflected counterpart in the Verb Sandwich
Construction. Thus, in example (26) we can see the verb SCOLD is doubled; the
uninflected form appears at the sentence-initial position in which it is followed by
object and the other taking an apportionative external morpheme is at the
sentence-final position.

Figure 2.25 SCOLD
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(27)

IXpro3s SCOLD CLASSROOM EVERYONE
SCOLD+++-in a circle.
‘He scolds everyone in the classroom.’

a. IXpro3s

b. SCOLD

c. CLASSROOM

d. EVERYONE

e. SCOLD+++-in a circle

Figure 2.26

2.3.3 Verb form denoting both distributive and collective aspect of reading
Apart from simply expressing each individual in distributive event or a collective
group in one event, languages can also convey the notion of every individual in a
group in a single event; for example, English can combine each and every by
conjunction and followed by a singular noun for emphasis to simultaneously signify
individual and collective aspect of a set and express all the members of a group
without exception in an event, as in the sentence Teacher taught each and every
student. Unlike English, TSL does not express this notion by means of combining
distributive quantifiers but by a sequence of two identical verbs in which the former
takes exhaustive morpheme and the latter takes apportionative external morpheme,
such as the verb SPRINKLE in example (28). Originally, the verb SPRINKLE in
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citation form is made by two Open B handshapes, with both palms facing upward,
with one on the other, with the upper one moving upward and outward in a parabolic
shape, as given in Figure (2.27). When highlighting both distributive and collective
aspect of a set, the verb SPRINKLE is doubled as well as combined and inflected with
exhaustive morpheme and apportionative external morpheme, respectively. The verb
SPRINKLE taking an exhaustive morpheme is produced by whole movement of verb
iterated several times and each repetition is distributed in disparate locations along an
arc, as shown in Figure (2.28 d), and the verb SPRINKLE taking an apportionative
external morpheme is formed by reduplicating whole sign of verb around a circular
pattern on the horizontal plane, as illustrated in Figure (2.28 e). The reading
associated with the form in example (28) is ‘sprinkle water on every flower pot in a
group without exception’.
In addition, as discussed earlier, if a verb includes much morphological
information, it has a much greater chance of being attracted to the sentence-final
position. The verbs taking an exhaustive morpheme or an apportionative external
morpheme, as noted in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above, is morphologically complex and
occurs at the end of sentence and, consequently, the combination of two identical
verbs, with one taking an exhaustive morpheme and the other marked with an
apportionative external morpheme, tends to appear at the sentence-final position as
well.
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Figure 2.27 SPRINKLE
(28)

IXpro3s EVERY FLOWER POT +++ -distributed in a row
SPRINKLE +++-in an arc SPRINKLE +++-in a circle WATER.
‘He sprinkles water on each and every flower pot.’

a. IXpro3s

b. EVERY

c. FLOWER POT +++ -distributed in a row
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d. SPRINKLE +++-in an arc

e. SPRINKLE +++-in
a circle

f. WATER
Figure 2.28

2.3.4

Summary

Distributive quantifiers each and every are different in meaning: each is totally
distributive and every is not obligatorily distributive, and thus they are allowed to
combine with distinct event types. Both each and every can be compatible with a
single event with totally distributive event structure, while only every can be used
with partial distributive event. Apart from distributive event structure, every can also
be used in conjunction with collective event structure and a single event which is
associated with every individual in a group.
A single event with distributive event structure is expressed by verbs without
taking distributive event morpheme combining with distributive quantifier and verb
reduplication which involves different types: exhaustive form, reduplication in
disordered locations, alternating reduplication, reduplicating sequentially with one
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hand and reduplicating sequentially with one hand combining with alternating
reduplication. Among these types, verbs taking exhaustive morpheme and
reduplicated in disordered locations are inclined to appear at the end of sentence by
virtue of their highly inflected forms.
In addition, collective event structure is encoded by collective proform
incorporated with verb(s) and the verb taking apportionative external morpheme.
Although verbs bears apportionative external morpheme by reduplicated modulation,
it cannot be interpreted in the sense that actions distributed to different individuals but
to a closed group. As for a single event relevant to every individual in a group, it is
conveyed by combination of two identical verbs in which they take exhaustive
morpheme and apportionative external morpheme, respectively. Moreover, these two
modifications also tent to be located at sentence-final position as a result of their
morphologically complex form.

2.4

Concluding remarks
In this Chapter, I have discussed in TSL how nouns get distributive reading and

how verb forms appear with distributive quantifier phrases. In TSL, nouns can obtain
distributive meaning by distributive quantifiers each and every, adding distributive
plural morpheme, distributive plural form of pronoun and the verb marked with
exhaustive morpheme. Aside from distributive quantifiers, the others are formed by
reduplication of their bases in different locations in a row or along an arc. If nouns
themselves cannot undergo reduplicated modulation to express distributive meaning,
their co-referential proforms are used in place of them to be modulated with
reduplication and are immediately preceded by noun. In addition, distributive
quantifiers can be in conjunction with noun bearing distributive plural morpheme.
Moreover, this chapter has also discussed the verb forms in conjunction with
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distributive quantifiers each and every. As a result of their distinctions in meaning (i.e.
each is totally distributive; every is partially distributive and collective in some
contexts), the verb forms that each and every can go with are not identical. Both each
and every can be compatible with verbs without taking distributive event marking and
the verbs undergoing disparate reduplicated modulations (i.e. exhaustive form,
reduplication in disordered locations, alternating reduplication, reduplicating
sequentially with one hand) for expressing distributive event.
Furthermore, every can also go with the verb forms signifying partially
distributive event and collective event. Partially distributive event is encoded by verb
reduplication (i.e. reduplicating sequentially with one hand combining with
alternating reduplication) incorporated with singular and collective proforms.
Collective event is expressed by collective proform involved in verb(s) and verb
taking apportionative external morpheme by means of reduplication in a circular
pattern. In addition, each and every can occur with a single event associated with
every individual in a group which is conveyed by the same two verbs marked with
exhaustive morpheme and apportionative external morpheme, separately.
In addition, among all of these verb forms, some verb forms (i.e. exhaustive form,
reduplication in disordered locations, the verb taking apportionative external
morpheme and two identical verbs taking exhaustive morpheme and apportionative
external morpheme, separately) are inclined to occur at sentence-final position as a
result of their highly inflected forms.
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CHAPTER 3
COLLECTIVE QUANTIFIER PHRASE AND VERB FORMS IN
TSL

3.1

Introduction
As I discussed in Chapter 1, entity quantified by collective quantifier (i.e. all) can

give rise to either collective or distributive readings (Aldridge 1982; Hogg 1977);
namely, the collection of its individual elements or each individual element of a set is
focused on. For example, all students as in (1) can be interpreted as collective sense,
which means a collection of students, or as distributive sense, which signifies each
single student.

(1) All students are in classroom.

Moreover, the noun phrases headed by all can either force a relationship of
collectivity or distributivity in which the predicates appearing with all + NP express
collective event or distributive event (Tunstall 1998). As introduced in chapter 2,
collective event refers to a single event associated with a collection of entities, while
distributive event relates to a single event made up of multiple divergent subevents in
which different elements of a set are involved in each subevent. For example, the
predicate left in (2) can convey collective event or distributive event. On the reading
of collective event, the students left together, whereas on the interpretation of
distributive event, students left separately.
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(2) All students left.

In addition, in English collective quantifier all is typically followed by the plural
form of the noun produced by adding plural suffix -s to a noun, as in all students.
However, all can be used with uncount nouns as well, such as all electricity in (3).
Under this condition, all is in specific use and stresses the universality of the uncount
noun. Moreover, the uncount nouns themselves preceded by all are collective in some
sense (Vendler 1967).

(3) All electricity in the city cut off.

And in English the meanings of collective event or distributive event is not
marked on verbs by means of affixation but by collective quantifier all. Similar to the
number agreement relationship of verb affix and distributive quantifier phrases, in
English the forms of verb appearing with all + NP and collective quantifier phrase
have the relation of plural agreement when the all + NP is in subject position and
sentences are in present tense, in which plural agreement is generally made by verb
marked with a null affix, as shown in example (4).

(4) All students audit one class each semester.

In the rest of sections, the forms of noun phrases quantified by all indicating
multiplex collective sets, i.e. consists of individual entities and the forms of verb
appearing with collective quantifier phrase in TSL are discussed.
The rest of this chapter comprises several sections: In Section 3.2, the forms of
collective quantifier phrase are discussed. Section 3.3 looks into verb forms occurring
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with noun phrases quantified by ALL. This section falls into two parts: Section 3.3.1
demonstrates the forms of verb in conjunction with collective quantifier phrase
conveying the notion of collectivity, while Section 3.3.2 deals with verb forms
appearing with collective quantifier phrase encoding distributive reading. Section 3.4
offers the conclusion of the chapter.

3.2

The forms of noun receiving collective interpretation

3.2.1

The forms of noun phrases quantified by all

Noun phrases quantified by all, such as all students, express collective reading,
i.e., a universal group of individual elements. In English, collective quantifier phrases
denoting multiplex sets are typically made by collective quantifier all used with a
plural noun marked by means of attaching plural suffix -s to a noun. Unlike English,
in TSL collective quantifier phrases indicating multiplex sets can be formed by
quantifier ALL used in conjunction with not only a plural noun but also a singular
noun, as shown in examples (5) and (6), respectively.

(5) ALL BOWL-sweep in a circle

BREAK.

‘All bowls break.’

a. ALL

b. BOWL-sweep in a circle
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c. BREAK
Figure 3.1

(6) ALL BOWL BREAK.
‘All bowls break.’

a. ALL

b. BOWL

c. BREAK

Figure 3.2

In TSL collective quantifier ALL is produced by both hands with the handshapes
5, with each hand tracing a semicircle in a vertical plane, then both palms touch each
other, as given in Figure (3.1 a).
The plural forms of noun used with quantifier ALL are represented by circular
sweeping movement, sweeping in a row and reduplication distributed in different
locations in rows. Sweeping movement frequently serves as a means for marking
noun plurality and conveys the extent and arrangement of a mass of many entities
(Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980; Hoffmeister 1992). And reduplication distributed in
distinct locations in a row as introduced in chapter 2 is also employed to express
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plurality of noun and denotes the notions of distributiveness and entities arranged in a
row. Iteration in disparate locations in more than one row conveys that there are rows
of entities (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980).
The noun BOWL in example (5) is a case of plurality marked on noun by
circular sweeping movement, the noun BOWL in plural form preceded by ALL is
made by the singular form of BOWL, which is produced by the bent 5 handshape with
palm facing upward as given in Figure (3.2 b) undergoing doubling, with each hand
tracing a semicircle to form a circle on the horizontal plane, as shown in Figure (3.1
b). Plurality denoted by circular sweeping movement can be used to express the extent
of entities located in those positions (Zwitserlood, Perniss and Ӧzyürek 2012). As a
result, the noun BOWL inflected with plural morpheme by circular sweeping
movement can signify space is occupied by bowls.
A one-handed noun in singular uninflected form, such as BOWL as shown in (6),
is allowed to double hands for execution of circular sweeping movement. If a noun in
singular form is inherently a two-handed sign, plurality marked by circular sweeping
movement thus cannot be produced through doubled hands with each tracing half of a
circle but through the singular uninflected two-handed nouns sweeping along a
circular pattern in a horizontal plane, such as the noun HOUSE. The singular form of
HOUSE in Figure (3.3) is made by two Open B handshapes with the fingertips
touched except thumbs. Under the plural inflection produced by circular sweeping
movement, the noun HOUSE in singular form sweeps around a circular pattern on the
horizontal plane, as illustrated in Figure (3.4 b), means a location is occupied by
houses.
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Figure 3.3 HOUSE
(7) ALL HOUSE-sweep in a circle

COLLAPSE.

‘All houses collapse.’

a. ALL

b. HOUSE-sweep in a circle

c. COLLAPSE
Figure 3.4

In addition to nouns themselves, proforms co-indexed with nouns can also be
used in place of nouns to undergo the modulation of circular sweeping movement to
express plurality of noun in which it is immediately preceded by noun. Thus, for
example, the noun DRINKING BOTTLE in example (8) can be replaced by its
co-indexed proform to take the inflection of circular sweeping movement for
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conveying drinking bottles. The co-indexed proform of the noun DRINKING
BOTTLE is represented by C handshape (i.e. fingers except thumb are bent and
together, with thumb opposed to index finger),with arm lying across. When
undergoing modification of circular sweeping movement, the proform standing for
DRINKING BOTTLE is doubled and each hand moves along a semicircular path on
the horizontal plane in which it immediately follows the noun DRINKING BOTTLE,
as shown in Figure (3.5 c) and the form means that space is taken up by drinking
bottles.

(8)

IXpro3s

ALL

DRINKING BOTTLE + DRINKING BOTTLE pro -sweep in a circle
THROW-CL: CYLINDRICAL OBJECT → j +++-alternation
BASKET j BASKET pro- j + DRINKING BOTTLE pro- i + ENTER i
‘He threw all drinking bottles into a basket.’

a. IXpro3s

b. ALL

c. DRINKING BOTTLE + DRINKING BOTTLE pro -sweep in a circle
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→

j.

d. THROW-PRO: CYLINDRICAL OBJECT

e. BASKET j

→

j

+++-alternation

f. BASKET pro- j + DRINKING
BOTTLE pro- i + ENTER i → j

Figure 3.5

In the above examples, the noun under circular sweeping movement or noun in
conjunction with its co-indexed proforms modulated with circular sweeping
movement combines with collective quantifier ALL to signify a full set of all entities.
While both of them without the help of collective quantifier ALL, (i.e. they appear
alone), can also convey the same meaning, as illustrated in examples (9) and (10).

(9)

HOUSE-sweep in a circle

COLLAPSE.

‘All houses collapse.’
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a. HOUSE-sweep in a circle

b. COLLAPSE

Figure 3.6

(10)

IXpro3s FEED CAGE BIRD + BIRD pro-sweep in a circle + CAGE pro
IXdet -in a circle FEED+++-in a circle.
‘He feeds all these birds in a cage.’

a. IXpro3s

b. FEED

c. CAGE

d. BIRD + BIRD pro-sweep in a circle + CAGE pro e. IXdet -in a circle

f. FEED+++-in a circle Figure 3.8
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Figure 3.7

We can see that the noun HOUSE under circular sweeping movement in example
(9) and the noun BIRD combining with its proform (i.e. represented by K handshape)
modulated with circular sweeping movement in example (10) are not in conjunction
with ALL and express a full collection of houses and birds respectively. When
undergoing this modulation, the singular form of HOUSE and proform of BIRD
sweep along a circular path in a horizontal plane, as shown in Figures (3.6) and (3.7)
above.
Aside from circular sweeping movement, nouns in plural form preceded by
collective quantifier ALL can also be represented by means of modulation of
sweeping in a row. The movement of sweeping in a row is often used to indicate many
entities (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999) and they are arranged in a row (Baker-Shenk
and Cokely 1980). The plurality of APPLE following quantifier ALL in example (11)
is denoted through sweeping in a row modulation executed by its co-referential
proform.

(11)

ALL APPLE + APPLE pro -sweep in a row
GROUP OF APPLES pro-i + ROLL.
‘All apples roll down.’

a. ALL

b. APPLE + APPLE pro -sweep in a row
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c. GROUP OF APPLES pro-i + ROLL
Figure 3.8

The singular form of APPLE is produced by open O handshape (i.e. fingers are
curve and spread apart, with thumb opposed to index finger) rubbing face in a circular
path. To express the plurality of APPLE, proform of APPLE undergoes modulation of
sweeping in a row and is immediately preceded by APPLE. The Open O proform
handshapes representing APPLE occur with both dominant and nondominant hands,
then the nondominant hand holds the start and dominant hand sweeps across the row,
as given in Figure (3.8 b), and the meaning of the form is interpreted in the sense of
many apples arranged in a row.
The last means for indicating plurality of noun following collective quantifier
ALL is by means of iteration of nouns or proforms co-indexed with nouns in different
locations in rows. This modulation is not only employed to express the notion of
plurality but also individual entities arranged in more than one row. The noun
CYCLIST in plural form preceded by quantifier ALL in example (12) is produced by
this modification in which noun CYCLIST and its co-referential proform are iterated
in an individual row.
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(12) ALL CYCLIST +++ -distributed in a row + CYCLIST pro +++-distributed
in a row
LABORIOUSLY RIDE HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i
LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j) LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike to the top
of j).
‘All cyclists in cycling team laboriously ride up the slope.’

a. ALL

b. CYCLIST +++ -distributed in a row +
CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row
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c. LABORIOUSLY d. HUGE GROUP
e. LABORIOUSLY
RIDE
OF CYCLISTS pro- i
RIDE

f. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro- i + g. LABORIOUSLY
SLOPE- j + MOVE (i bike halfway up j)
RIDE

h. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro- i
+ SLOPE- j + MOVE (i bike to the top of j)
Figure 3.9

The singular form of noun CYCLIST is made by two Bent L handshapes with
palms facing down arranged in tandem. When expressing plurality of CYCLIST, the
whole sign of noun CYCLIST is first repeated differently in disparate locations in a
row then the proform of CYCLIST which is formed with a Bent L handshape with
palm facing down appearing with both hands, with the non-dominant hand holding
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the start of a row and dominant hand at the end of a row iterated in distinct locations
toward non-dominant hand, as given in Figure (3.9 b), in which combination of
CYCLIST and its proform reduplication signifies that cyclists are lined up in more
than one row.

3.2.2

Summary

Unlike English, noun phrases headed by ALL indicating multiplex sets in TSL
can be in singular or plural form. The plural form of noun preceded by ALL is
produced by circular sweeping movement, sweeping in a row and reduplication
distributed in different locations in rows. Among the three types of plural inflection,
the modulation of circular sweeping movement can suggest a full set of all entities
located in space without in conjunction with collective quantifier ALL. In addition to
the notion of plurality, sweeping in a row modulation can also express many entities
lined up in a row, and the modulation of reduplication distributed in different
locations in rows can convey individual entities arranged in more than one row.

3.3

Verb forms in conjunction with collective quantifier phrase
As already pointed out in the Introduction, noun phrases headed by all can either

appear with predicate expressing collective event or distributive event in which both
of the two events can be invited by various strategies, such as using adverbs, verbs
marked with affixes, etc. In this section, the discussion is focused on the forms of verb
signifying collective event and distributive event occurring in construction with
collective quantifier phrases. The verb forms denoting collective event is discussed in
Section 3.3.1 and the forms of verb conveying distributive event is examined in
Section 3.3.2. Section 3.3.3 offers the summary.
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3.3.1

Verb forms denoting collective event structure

In many languages, collective event can be expressed by means of modification
of a verb’s form. For example, as Kemmer (1993) points out, verbal collective
markers can be used to convey respective actions of multiple participants seen as a
whole, for example, verbal prefix u- in Ainu can be added to verb e (means ‘eat’) to
denote ‘eat together’. English does not, however, express collective event by changing
verb form but by collective quantifier all as in the sentence All students leave, in
which verb leave does not mark with collective marking and the uninflected verb
form denotes plural agreement with collective quantifier phrase (all students). The use
of all brings about the verb leave getting a collective interpretation (i.e. separate
leaving actions viewed as a unity) or a distributive reading (i.e. multiple distinct
leaving actions). To highlight collective aspect of meaning, collective adverb together
can be added to sentences. Similar to English, TSL can also denote collective event by
verbs without taking collective marking in conjunction with collective quantifier ALL,
as illustrated in examples (13) and (14), which show that the verbs SINK and PHONE
without taking collective marking occur with ALL.

(13) ALL SHIP SINK.
‘All ships sink.’

a. ALL

b. SHIP

c. SINK

Figure 3.10
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The uninflected form of verb SINK in Figure (3.10 c) can be understood as a
collective event (i.e. respective sinking actions seen as a whole) or a distributive event
(i.e. multiple disparate sinking actions) due to the meanings of ALL. While Gil (1995)
mentions that the notion of distributiveness that universal quantifiers convey is more
semantically marked than that of collectiveness. Marked distributive readings can be
obtained by morphosyntactic operation, and verb undergoing modification is one of
means. The related examples will be shown in Section 3.3.2. Thus, although both
collective and distributive readings of the verb SINK in example (13) are available,
the collective interpretation outweighs its distributive counterpart.
The singular uninflected form of the agreement verb PHONE without bearing
collective marking appearing with ALL in example (14) can only be interpreted in the
sense of a collective event.

(14) ALL STUDENT– i PHONE

→

j

IXpro3s – j.

‘All students phone him.’

a. ALL

b. STUDENT – i

c. PHONE→

d. IXpro3s – j
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j

Figure 3.11

To express a single phoning event performed by a group of students as a whole,
the verb PHONE with a single simple movement starts from ear and ends at a place
(marked as j in subscript) in space to refer to the object ‘he’, as shown in Figure (3.11
c), and the meaning associated with the form is ‘a group of students as a whole gives
him a ring’. In this case the group of students is seen as a single unit by virtue of
singular agreement marked by the verb PHONE with a single movement from a single
location in space toward a single locus. The singular uninflected form of agreement
verbs can be used to indicate a group of entities as a unity (Klima and Bellugi 1979;
Lillo-Martin 1991; Padden 1983). Thus, like (14), the quantifier phrase ALL
STUDENTS in examples (15) and (16) are also treated as a single unit due to the
singular inflection on the agreements verbs ASK and TELL, respectively.

(15)

TEACHER i

ASK i

→

j

ALL STUDENT j QUESTION.

‘Teacher asks all students question.’
(16)

ALL STUDENT i

TELL i

→

j

IXpro1s - j

SECRET.

‘All students tell me a secret.’

In addition to verbs without taking collective marking in conjunction with ALL,
verb forms conveying collective event in conjunction with collective quantifier
phrases can also be expressed by collective proform incorporated in verbs and verbs
taking apportionative external morpheme.
Example (17) is a case of collective event denoted by handling proform
representing a group of entities involved in verb. The handling proform refers to the
handshape showing that a referent is handled by hand or other entities (McDonald
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1982; Schick 1987; Schick 1990). And, Engberg-Pedersen (1993) suggests that
handling proforms are seen as manual articulator simulating a hand or instrument
holding an object. In addition, Supalla (2003) notes that handling proform can be used
to indicate quantities of objects; for example, pinching F handshape can represent a
single stick, C handshape expresses a small bundle of sticks, two handed C handshape
with palm facing each other denotes a middle-sized bundle of sticks, etc. As a result,
in terms of bottle-like entities, handling proform O handshape (i.e. the fingers are
curled and together, and the tip of thumb is touching the tip of index finger to form a
circle) as shown in Figure (3.12) can be used to express a single bottle, and
two-handed C handshape with palm facing each other in example (17) can be used to
indicate a group of drinking bottles as a unit. To convey a bundle of drinking bottles
as a whole involved in a throwing event in example (17), the handling proform made
with two-handed C handshape with palms facing each other is incorporated in the
verb THROW, and the verb THROW is made by the collective handling proform
moving upward and outward in a parabolic shape, as shown in Figure (3.13 d).

Figure 3.12 THROW-PRO: CYLINDRICAL OBJECT
(17)

IXpro3s ALL
DRINKING BOTTLE + DRINKING BOTTLE pro -sweep in a circle
THROW-PRO: A BUNDLE OF CYLINDRICAL OBJECT → j
BASKET j BASKET pro- j + DRINKING BOTTLE pro- i + ENTER i
‘He throws all drinking bottles into a basket.’
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→

j.

a. IXpro3s

b. ALL

c. DRINKING BOTTLE + DRINKING BOTTLE pro -sweep in a circle

d. THROW-PRO: A BUNDLE OF CYLINDRICAL
OBJECT → j

f. BASKET pro- j + DRINKING BOTTLE pro- i + ENTER i

e. BASKET j

→

j

Figure 3.13

In addition to handling proforms, another proform can also denote a group of
entities corresponding to collective quantifier phrases and combine with verb to
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express collective event. The collective proform is produced by C handshape
occurring with both hands with palms facing each other, and it is often used for
conveying locomotion of a group of objects.
In addition, the proform can denote relative size of the group by changing the
form of handshape. For example, a relatively larger group can be denoted by the
fingers of both hands with C handshapes spreading apart and by both hands which are
more separated (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980). Thus, as illustrated in example (18),
the collective proform made with both C handshapes with fingers spreading apart (i.e.
C handshape becomes Bent 5 handshapes) can be incorporated in the verb ROLL to
convey collective event. Compare the differences in proform used in examples (18)
and (19), we can observe the use of collective proform produced with both Bent 5
handshapes in (18) by virtue of collective quantifier phrase ALL APPLE + APPLE pro
-sweep in a row ‘all apples’, because when the noun is singular in example (19),
namely APPLE ‘an apple’, the singular form of the proform (i.e. made with Open O
handshape) is used to correspond to APPLE. To express a group of apples as a unit
involved in a rolling event, the collective proform made by Bent 5 handshapes on
both hands referring to a group of apples combines with the verb ROLL, and the verb
ROLL is produced by the collective proform moving from top to bottom, as given in
Figure (3.14 c).

(18)

ALL APPLE + APPLE pro -sweep in a row
GROUP OF APPLES pro-i + ROLL.
‘All apples roll down.’
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a. ALL

b. APPLE + APPLE pro -sweep in a row

c. GROUP OF APPLES pro-i + ROLL
Figure 3.14

(19)

APPLE SLOPE SLOPE pro- i + APPLE pro- j —j on top of i + ROLL.
‘An apple rolls down from top of slope.’

Apart from the two types of collective proforms discussed above, the collective
proform made with 5 handshape can also incorporate with verb to convey collective
event. As introduced in chapter 2, the collective proform is used to indicate a huge
group of many individuals moving in an orderly manner. And the collective event
encoded by collective proform produced with the handshape 5 involved in verb can
occur with noun phrases quantified by EVERY. In addition to EVERY + NP, the form
of collective event can also be compatible with collective quantifier phrases. As
example (20) depicts, collective quantifier phrase can be in conjunction with
collective riding event expressed by the combination of verb denoting notion of
manner (riding) and collective proform using the handshape 5 denoting a group of
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cyclists incorporated with the verb indicating motion.

(20) ALL CYCLIST +++ -distributed in a row + CYCLIST pro +++-distributed
in a row
LABORIOUSLY RIDE HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i
LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike halfway up
j) LABORIOUSLY RIDE
HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro i + SLOPE j + MOVE (i bike to the top
of j).
‘All cyclists in cycling team laboriously ride up the slope.’

a. ALL

b. CYCLIST +++ -distributed in a row +
CYCLIST pro +++ -distributed in a row
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c. LABORIOUSLY d. HUGE GROUP
e. LABORIOUSLY
RIDE
OF CYCLISTS pro- i
RIDE

f. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro- i + g. LABORIOUSLY
SLOPE- j + MOVE (i bike halfway up j)
RIDE

h. HUGE GROUP OF CYCLISTS pro- i
+ SLOPE- j + MOVE (i bike to the top of j)
Figure 3.15

In addition to collective proform involved in verbs, the alternative way of verb
expressing collective event appearing with collective quantifier phrases is by means
of verb bearing apportionative external morpheme. In the chapter 3, we have
introduced apportionative external morpheme which is understood to mean actions
distributed over a collected group, and the verb taking this morpheme, due to its
morphologically complex form, appears at sentence-final position and occurs with its
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uninflected counterpart. As a result, to convey collective event, the verb FEED in
example (21) is marked with apportionative external morpheme in which it occurs at
the end of sentence and is in conjunction with its uninflected form. In uninflected
form, the verb FEED is produced with Open A handshape located in neutral space,
with Open B handshape targeted toward Open A handshape several times, as given in
Figure (3.16 b). But when the verb FEED undergoes apportionative external inflection,
the whole movement of the verb is iterated around a circular pattern in a horizontal
plane as illustrated in Figure (3.16 f) and means ‘feed the birds of a closed group’.

(21)

IXpro3s

FEED CAGE ALL BIRD FEED+++-in a circle.

‘He feeds all birds in a cage.’

a. IXpro3s

b. FEED

c. CAGE

d. ALL

e. BIRD

f. FEED+++-in a circle

Figure 3.16

3.3.2

Verb forms denoting a single event with distributive event structure

In addition to collective event, in TSL noun phrases quantified by ALL can also
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be compatible with verb expressing distributive event. In English verbs appearing
with all expressing distributive event is not by taking distributive marking but by all.
While, as introduced earlier, all can force verb to get either collective or distributive
readings. As a result, to focus on distributive meaning, the distributive adverbs such as
separately can be used in sentences, as in the sentence All students go to gym
separately. Similar to English, in TSL verbs in conjunction with ALL can also convey
distributive event by ALL, but not by means of undergoing modification, as shown in
example (22) in which the verb BURN OUT without modification can be understood
in the sense of distributiveness and means ‘all of the lights burn out individually’.

(22)

ALL LIGHT BURN OUT.
‘All lights burn out.’

On the other hand, apart from verb without bearing distributive marking, in TSL
verb expressing distributive event by undergoing reduplication can also go with
collective quantifier phrase. As discussed in preceding chapter, the verb modulated
with reduplication, such as exhaustive, alternating reduplication and reduplicating
sequentially with one hand, can invite interpretation of distributive event and each
single element of a set is attended to, and thus collective quantifier ALL used in
conjunction with verb undergoing reduplicating modulation highlights its distributive
aspect of meaning. The following examples illustrate that verbs modulated with
reduplication appearing with collective quantifier phrases convey distributive event,
i.e. multiple distinct subevents.

(23)

ALL HOUSE-sweep in a circle COLLAPSE +++-in an arc.
‘All houses collapse (separately).’
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(24)

ALL STUDENT TEACHER
HIT THE PALM WITH A CANE +++-in an arc.
‘The teacher hits all students’ palm with a cane (individually).’

(25)

ALL STUDENT – i PHONE→ j +++-alternation IXpro3s – j.
‘All students phone him (individually).’

(26)

ALL CRAB

DIRT PLANE

CRAB pro-i + COME OUT +++-alternation.
‘All crabs come out from the plane of dirt (respectively).’
(27)

IXpro3s ALL
DRINKING BOTTLE + DRINKING BOTTLE pro -sweep in a circle
THROW-PRO: CYLINDRICAL OBJECT→ j +++-alternation
BASKET j BASKET pro- j + DRINKING BOTTLE pro- i + ENTER i

→

j.

‘He throws all drinking bottles into a basket (separately).’

3.3.3

Summary

In TSL the verbs in conjunction with collective quantifier phrase can encode
either collective or distributive readings as a result of collective quantifier ALL
containing the notions of collectivity and distributiveness. The verbs can express
collective event by the uninflected form of verb used with ALL, collective proform
such as handling proform denoting quantity and collective proform made with the
handshape 5 involved in verbs and verbs appearing with apportionative external
morpheme. In terms of distributive event, the verb can also express it by means of
verb in uninflected form occurring with ALL. In addition, verb modulated with
reduplication can convey distributive reading as well.

3.4

Concluding remarks
In this chapter, I have introduced the ways for expressing collective quantifier

phrase and the verb forms used in conjunction with noun phrases headed by ALL. In
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TSL nouns quantified by ALL can be either in singular or plural forms. Nouns in
plural form are encoded by three means: (a) circular sweeping movement, (b)
sweeping in a row, and (c) reduplication distributed in different locations in rows.
Apart from plurality, the three plural inflections also contain additional interpretations
respectively. Circular sweeping movement means the extent of located positions of
objects. Sweeping in a row modulation can interpreted in the sense of many objects in
a row, whereas the meaning associated with reduplication distributed in different
locations in rows is each single entity lined up in rows.
In terms of the forms of verb occurring with collective quantifier phrase, they
can be divided into the verb forms conveying collective event and distributive event.
The verb forms that suggest collective interpretation are conveyed by the verb in
uninflected form in conjunction with collective quantifier ALL, the collective proform
incorporated with verb, and the verbs taking apportionative external morpheme. The
collective proform falls into three types: (a) handling proform which indicates a group
of entities as a whole, (b) two-handed C handshape with palms facing each other used
for groups moving in distinct spatial locations, and (c) collective proform produced
with the handshape 5 denoting locomotion of a huge group of entities arranged in an
orderly manner. And the verb bearing apportionative external morpheme for encoding
actions distributed over a close group is made by the citation form of verb iterated in a
circular pattern in a horizontal plane.
As for distributive event, it can also be expressed by the uninflected form of verb
appearing with collective quantifier ALL, while this form also encodes the notion of
collectivity. Thus, to emphasize the distributive aspect of reading, the verb can
undergo reduplicating modulation for expressing the notion of distributiveness.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION

Distributive quantifiers each and every and collective quantifier all are universal
quantifiers. Both each and every contain distributive interpretation (Vendler 1967). In
addition to distributive reading, every can also induce collective reading in certain
contexts (Beghelli and Stowell 1997; Tunstall 1998). Moreover, both each and every
allow distributive event. Each can merely occur with obligatorily distributive event,
while every can be used in conjunction not only with totally distributive event, but
also with partially distributive event (Tunstall 1998). In terms of collective quantifier
all, it subsumes either collective or distributive interpretations (Aldridge 1982; Hogg
1977). Furthermore, it can go with collective or distributive events (Tunstall 1998).
This thesis has investigated the forms of noun headed by quantifiers each, every and
all and the verb forms appearing with these three quantifiers in TSL.
Chapter 2 has discussed the forms of noun quantified by distributive quantifiers
and the forms of verb in conjunction with distributive quantifiers in TSL. Distributive
quantifiers can be used not only with singular nouns but also with plural nouns. Plural
nouns headed by distributive quantifiers are produced by noun reduplication in
distinct locations in a row. If nouns fail to be modulated with the reduplication, their
co-indexed proforms substitute for them to undergo reduplicated modulation for
conveying the notion of plurality.
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number

form

additional meaning

singular

bare noun

no

each or every
plural

noun or co-indexed
proform iteration in
distinct locations in
a row

distributiveness and
individual referents
arranged in an
orderly manner

Table 4.1 The forms of noun in conjunction with each or every

In terms of the verb forms in conjunction with distributive quantifiers, each and
every appear with disparate verb forms due to their differences in meaning. The forms
of verb that each and every occur with are diagrammed in Table 4.2.

types of event

verb forms
verb in uninflected form

each

every

reduplication:
1. exhaustive form
2. reduplication in disordered
locations
3. alternating
4. reduplicating sequentially with
one hand

totally distributive event

totally distributive event

the same as the verb forms
appearing with each as shown
above

partially distributive event

reduplication:
reduplicating sequentially with
one hand combining with
alternating reduplication with
singular and collective proforms
incorporated in verbs

collective event

1. the collective proform (made
with the handshape 5) involved
in verb(s)
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2. apportionative external
morpheme
each and
every

a single event associated with
every individual in a group

the same two verbs with one
marked with exhaustive
morpheme and the other one
marked with apportionative
external morpheme

Table 4.2 The verb forms in conjunction with each and every

Chapter 3 has exhibited the forms of noun headed by collective quantifier all and
the verb forms appearing with all in TSL. Nouns quantified by all denoting multiplex
sets can occur in singular or plural forms. The plural forms of noun are made by three
ways: (a) circular sweeping movement, (b) sweeping in a row, and (c) reduplication
distributed in disparate locations in more than one row.
number

form

additional meaning

singular

bare noun

no

all
plural

1. circular sweeping
movement

the extent and
arrangement of a mass
of many entities

2. sweeping in a row

many entities arranged
in a row

3. reduplication
distributed in
disparate locations in
rows

individual entities
arranged in more than
one row

Table 4.3 The forms of noun in conjunction with all

As for the forms of verb occurring with all, it is diagrammed in Table 4.4.
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types of event

verb forms
verb in uninflected form
1. the collective proform
incorporated with verb
Collective proforms fall into
three types:
(a) handling proform produced
with two handed C handshape with
palms facing each other
(b) two handed C handshape
with palms facing each other
used for groups moving in
different spatial locations
(c) the handshape 5
2. apportionative external
morpheme

collective event

all

verb in uninflected form
reduplication:
1. exhaustive form
2. reduplication in disordered
locations
3. alternating
4. reduplicating sequentially with
one hand
5. reduplicating sequentially with
one hand combining with
alternating reduplication with

distributive event

singular and collective proforms
incorporated in verbs
Table 4.4 The verb forms in conjunction with all

This study has demonstrated how the meanings of quantifiers each, every, and all
associate with the forms of noun quantified by them and the verb forms in conjunction
with them. It can be known from the result of the study that disparate strategies which
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sign languages can adopt for expressing the three quantifiers.
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APPENDIX 1
Handshapes in Taiwan Sign Language
Handshape names adopt the American Sign Language handshape names in
English alphabet and numeral digits with necessary variations. In parentheses are the
handshapes names in Chinese characters used in previous studies on TSL.
Romanization in Pinyin is provided along with the character names (Tai and Tsay to
appear).

O pen A
(男 nan)

Flexed A
(副 fu)

B
(胡 hu)

O pen B
(手 shou)

B entB
(九 jiu)

C
(方 fang)

B entC
(紳 shen)

F
(錢 qian)

O pen F
(W C )

G
(像 xiang)

I
(女 nyu)

FlatI
(千 qian)

C urved I
(蟲 chong)

K
(欠 qian)

O pen K

L
(六 liu)

B entL
(句 ju)

C urved L
(爺 ye)

C urved-baby

Flexed L
(很 hen)
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L
(難 nan)

(布袋戲
budaixi)

Extended N
(鴨 ya)

O
(零 ling)

O pen O
(果 guo)

FlatO
(萬 w an)

B aby O
(呂 lyu)

B ent-baby O
(雞 ji)

R
(筆 bi)

S
(拳 quan)

U
(棕 zong)

V
(二 er)

C urved V
(二十 ershi)

W
(三 san)

C urved W
(三十 sanshi)

U nspread W
(童 tong)

X
(十 shi)

Y
(民 m in)

L-I
(守 shou)

X -I
(奶奶 nainai)

1-I
(語 yu)

Flat1-I
(龍 long)

1
(一 yi)

3
(七 qi)

C urved 3
(虎 hu)

4
(四 si)

C urved 4
(四十 sishi)

5
(五 w u)

B ent5
(同 tong)

5-C urved

C urved

Pinky
(八 ba)

5-Pinky
(八十 bashi)

Piled 5
(薑 jiang)
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8
(借 jie)

O pen 8
(菜 cai)

C rossed

Thum b-M iddl

Thum b-Index
(隻 zhi)

e-Pinky
(飛機 feiji)

C urved m iddle
(博 bo)

M iddle
(兄 xiong)

C urved-IndexM iddle
(高 gao)

R ing
(姐 jie)
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C urved-Index
(鵝 e)

R ing-Pinky
(百 bai)

